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Abstract

Grant (1976) has attempted to establish a relationship between fixing subgraphs and smoothly
embeddable subgraphs. Here we give counterexamples to his two main lemmas and two
characterizing theorems. We then go on to give our own version of these lemmas and theorems.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 05 C 25.

1. Introduction

We study finite, simple graphs G with vertex set V(G), edge set E(G) and auto-
morphism group T(G). L(G) denotes the line graph of G, £f{G) the set of spanning
subgraphs of G and<S^0(G) the set of induced subgraphs of G.

Fixing and smoothly embeddable subgraphs were introduced by Sheehan
(1972a, 1972b). We now give definitions of these concepts.

DEFINITION. Let HeSr°(G). If K is any spanning subgraph of G isomorphic to
H and if for any permutation a. such that Ha = K, then a e T(G), we say that H
is a fixing subgraph of G. We denote the set of fixing subgraphs of G

DEFINITION. Let HeS^0(G). If K is any induced subgraph of G isomorphic to H
and if for any isomorphism j8 such that H? = K, then /3 = a| V{H), the restriction
of a to V(H), for some a e T(G), we say that H is a smoothly embeddable subgraph
of G. We denote the set of smoothly embeddable subgraphs of G

As there is a unique correspondence between the spanning subgraphs of a
graph G and the induced subgraphs of L(G) it has been indicated by Sheehan
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(1972b) that "the relationship between fixing and smoothly embeddable subgraphs
of G can be made explicit by a consideration of the line graph of G". This can be
done by comparing when spanning subgraphs of G are fixing subgraphs, with
when the corresponding induced subgraphs of L(G) are smoothly embeddable
subgraphs. In Section 2 we give some preliminary results which aid this comparison.
We then list four claimed results of Grant (1976) in Section 3 and give counter-
examples. The remainder of this note is devoted to reformulating these statements.
In Section 4 we obtain two lemmas on fixing subgraphs and smoothly embeddable
subgraphs of disconnected graphs which could be considered separately but are
required for obtaining the relationship between fixing and smoothly embeddable
subgraphs in Section 5. Section 4 also includes a lemma which is basically that of
Grant (1976) on the same relationship when automorphism groups are somewhat
restricted.

2. Preliminary results

For He^(G), let r(H,G)={oceT(G): <x| V(H)eT(H)} and for HeSfo{G), let
c(H, G) = \{KES^0(G): K^H}\. It follows immediately from the definitions that
He^(G) implies T(H)^T(G) and that HeS^G) implies

T(H) = {p: p = «| V{H), cc e T(H, G)}.

We now list the characterizations of fixing subgraphs and smoothly embeddable
subgraphs of a graph G in terms of the number of copies of them in G.

LEMMA 1 (Sheehan (1972a)). Given HeSf(G) then He^(G) if and only if G
contains exactly | F(G)|/| T(H)\ distinct copies of H in G.

LEMMA 2 (Sheehan (1974)). Given He^0(G) then He^0(G) if and only if
c(H, G) = | T(G) | /1 T(H, G) | and T(H) = T(H, G) | V(H).

The following notation will be of use later on.

NOTATION.

1. Let Nn = {1,2,...,«}.
2. Let c(G) denote the number of components of graph G.
3. Let nG denote the union of n copies of graph G.
4. For graphs A,B let Y(A)xY(B) be the permutation group acting on the

disjoint union V(A) u V(B) whose elements are the ordered pairs of permutations
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a. in Y(A) and /? in Y(B), written a/?, and whose action is given by:

a , [»" ifveV(A),

~[vP ifveV(B).

5. Let ITieN ^(Ai) = r ^ ) x Y(A%)x ... x T(y4n) for graphs i4is z'eNm.

The following lemmas are relevant to studying the relationship between fixing
and smoothly embeddable subgraphs. Note that YX(G) is the edge automorphism
group of G, Y*(G) is the subgroup of YX(G) whose elements are induced by elements
of Y(G), and I\(G) = Y(L{G)).

LEMMA 3 (Whitney (1932)). Let G andH be connected graphs such thatL(G)^L(H).
Then G^H unless one of G and H is K3 and the other is K1Z.

LEMMA 4 (Behzad and Chartrand (1971)). Let G be a non-trivial connected graph.
Then T*(G)^ T(G) unless G is Kz.

COROLLARY. For a non-trivial graph G, T*(G)~ T(G) if and only if G has neither
K2 as a component nor two or more isolated vertices.

LEMMA 5 (Whitney (1932)). Let G be a non-empty graph. Then YX(G) = Y*(G) if
and only if

(1) not both K3 and K13 are components of G, and
(2) none of the graphs Glt G2 (of Fig. 1) and K4 is a component of G.

FIG. 1.

COROLLARY. Let G be a connected graph with \ V(G)\^3. Then Y±(G) = Y*(G) if
and only if G is none of Gv G2 and Kt.

LEMMA 6 (Sheehan (1974)). All induced subgraphs o/Z,(AT4) are smoothly embeddable.

These results motivate the following definition.
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DEFINITION. Let HeSf(G). We define GH to be

{K e Sf(G): K^ H' u mK^ u (nx + n2 - m) K3 u (nx + n2 - /n)

where //^//'u«1A^lj3un2Ar3un2A'1 and /f' has neither A^ nor both A"3 and
as components.

REMARK. KeGH implies L{K)^L{H).

3. Counterexamples

First we note some definitions of Grant (1976). We then state four results he
asserts and give counterexamples to each.

If M is a graph with a component isomorphic to Kxz let Mx denote the graph
obtained from M by replacing a component isomorphic to Ki;3 by one component
isomorphic to Kx and one component isomorphic to K3. If M has no components
isomorphic to K13, let M x = M. If M has components isomorphic to both Kx

and Ka, let M T denote the graph obtained from M by replacing two components,
one isomorphic to Kx and the other to Ka by one component isomorphic to Klfi.
If M does not have components isomorphic to Kx and K3, let MT = M. Note that
by Lemma 3, L(M)^L(M±)^L(MT). If G is a graph with spanning subgraph
isomorphic to H, we say that H conforms to G provided either H = Hx = Hr

or if H+H*- then G has no spanning subgraph isomorphic to Hr and if H^HT

then G has no spanning subgraph isomorphic to Hx.

STATEMENT A. Let G be a graph with components A1,A2,...,Ak. Let H be a
spanning subgraph ofG and for i= \,2,...,kletA\be the subgraph of H induced by
V{AX). Then

(a) ifHe^G), it follows that A'^^iA^for i = 1,2,.... k, and
(b) if H^^(G), it follows that either (i) for some i, with l^i^k, A'^&^A?),

or (ii) for somej,l^j, with 1 4,j, l^k, there exist components B'p B\ ofA'j and
A\ respectively which are isomorphic and are such that there is no <xsT{G)
which maps B] onto B[ and vice versa, and fixes V(G)-(V(B'j)u V{B't)).

STATEMENT B. (a) Let Ue&^G). Let K be a component of G such that
V{U) n V(K) / 0 . Then if K' is the subgraph of K induced by V(U) n V{K), we have

(b) Suppose U<£&o(G). Then either
(i) there exists a component M of G with V(U)n V(M)^0 such that if M' is

the subgraph of M induced by V(U)n V(M), then M'f&^M), or
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(ii) there are components M and N of G, with corresponding subgraphs M' and
N'ofU respectively such that there are components M'o and N'o of M' and N'
respectively which are isomorphic and, yet, are such that there is no auto-
morphism of G which interchanges M'o and N'o but fixes all other vertices of
M'uN'.

STATEMENT C. Suppose He&(G). Then L{H)e^0{L{G)) if and only if none of
the following hold.

(i) There is a component of H isomorphic to one of the graphs Glt G2, K4 which is
not a component of G.

(ii) H has at least one component isomorphic to K3 and at least one component
isomorphic to K^, not both of which are components of G.

(iii) Neither (i) nor (ii) holds, and there is a component C of G, such that if C
is the subgraph of H induced by V{C), then C does not conform to C.

STATEMENT D. Suppose £(//)eJ^(L(G)). Then He^(G) if and only if none of
the following hold.

(i) There is a component M of G, such that if M' is the subgraph of H induced
by V(M), then the ordered pair (M, M') is either (G^P^, (G2, Q) or (G2,P4).

(ii) H has at least two isolated vertices which do not share the same open
neighbourhood in G, or has at least one component isomorphic to K2 whose vertices
do not share the same closed neighbourhood in G.

o
o o

FIG. 2.

COUNTEREXAMPLE A. Let G = A1u A2a.nd H = A[u A'2ofFig.2.Then A^
i = 1,2. Also A[ and A'2 have no isomorphic components and so H satisfies the
conditions of Statement A for HeJ^iG). But H^^{G) since there exists Bx and B2

such that A[^B2eSf{A2) and A'2^B1e£f(A1) and so B^B^H and as A1£A2

clearly Ha^B1uB2 for any a e T(G).

Statement A is false as it is not necessary given A'ie^r(Ai), i = 1,2, and
that there must be two isomorphic components of H satisfying the stated condi-
tions. There are infinitely more counterexamples as the existence of further spanning
subgraphs, isomorphic to, but not similar to H is not as rare as implied by
Statement A.
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COUNTEREXAMPLE B. Let G = Ax u A2 and H = A\ u A'2 of Fig. 3. Then A\ e
i = 1,2. Also /l^ and ,42

 n a v e n o isomorphic components. Hence by Statement B,
However, Hg^G) since there exists Bx and 52 such that

and ^ g ^ ^ e ^ C ^ so BxvB2^H and as A^A2 clearly
for any a e T(G).

O

o—o o—o
A*

FIG. 3.

Statement B is false for similar reasons to Statement A but instead with reference
to induced subgraphs.

COUNTEREXAMPLE C. Let G^Kt and H^K13. Then He^F(G). Now conditions
(i) and (ii) of Statement C do not hold for G and H but as HX£H and HT = H
it follows that H does not conform to G and thus condition (iii) holds so Statement
C asserts that L(H)^^(L(G)). This is false because L(H)^K3 which is smoothly
embeddable in L(G)^K2gg, the complete tripartite graph with two vertices in
each part.

Statement C is false since if condition (iii) holds it does not follow that
Z,(//)^^(L(G)) as claimed. Furthermore, the proof relies on Statements A and B.
Also condition (i) holding does not imply T(L(H)) ̂  I\Z.(G)) as claimed in the
proof, for example GsAT4, H^G.^.

o

UAx)
o—o
HAD

A*

O O
L(A2)

FIG. 4.
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COUNTEREXAMPLE D. Let G = A1uA2 and H = A'1uA'2 of Fig. 4. Then
L(H) e^0{L(G)). Conditions (i) and (ii) of Statement D do not hold for G and H
so the statement asserts that HefF{G) which is false. The proof breaks down
because of use of Statement A and as an incorrect deduction was made from the
preceding lemma.

In the following two sections we reformulate Statements A-D.

4. Fixing and smoothly embeddable subgraphs of disconnected graphs

In this section we assume G is a graph with components At, ieNn. Also we
assume H is a subgraph of G and for i'eNB, A\ is the subgraph of H induced by
V(At)n V(H) with components A'i}, jeN^A,-)-

We now determine which spanning subgraphs of a disconnected graph are
fixing subgraphs. (Compare with Statement A.)

LEMMA 7. Given HeS^(G) then He^{G) if and only if
(1) A'te&{Ad, island
(2) if KeSf(G) is a copy of H in G and a is a permutation of V(G) such that

Ha = K then, given any /eNB andjeN,,^), A'£^Al implies A% = Av

PROOF. Let G and H be as given. Let V{ = V(AJ. As A^

V{A[) = V(Ad = Vt.

(=>) First we show by the contrapositive that He^(G) implies A\
ieNn. Suppose A'^tFiA^ for some /eNn. Then there exists a copy B of A'{ in
A} and a permutation y of Vx such that A'y = B but y ̂  F(J44). Let

K = Bu U A',
jeNn\{i>

and let /3 be a permutation on V(G) = V(H) such that H? = K with j8| F{ = y so
that ^ = >4jy = 5 and ^ / = Aj for 7eNn\{/}. As Vj = ^- for each yeNB and
^ 1 ^ = 7^ r(^i), then ^T(G). Consequently H^^(G).

We now show that He^(G) implies condition (2) holds. Suppose He^(G).
Let Ke Sf{G) such that K^ H. Let a be a permutation of V(G) such that Ha = K.
Since He&(G), oceT(G). Now for / eN n andyeNcU.,,, A'g^Al for some /eNn.
It follows that Af = Ax as a preserves connectedness when acting on G.

(<=) Suppose (1) and (2) hold. Let K be a copy of H in G and a a permutation of
V(G) such that H« = K. Let I G N B and7GNcU(0. Then A'$<^AX for some /eNB.
By (2), A* = ^ , so A'^eS^iAi). Let *F be a permutation on NB such that i* = I.
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As A% = A&, A^Ai so there exists J3GF(C) such that A{ = A& for each ieNn.
Now A'ffi'^A'f and A'ffi'1 e^(A^. Since A'^&lAd there exists Yi^r(Ai) such
that AW-1?* = A'i. Therefore a^ Vi\ Vt e r(A't) < V(At) as / ^ G ^ X / Q . Let
Si = a/J-Vil̂ i so ajS-M̂ i = S ^ e l W Let £ = I L ^ y r 1 . T h e n

ê n
Now

as S;- y} acts only on Vj for eachy G Nn and Vi n F̂  = 0 for^^ /. Hence a^-11K4 = ^ | ̂
for each ieNB. Therefore ajS"1 = | and a = £8eT(C). Thus HG^(G).

The next result is analogous to the last indicating which induced subgraphs of a
disconnected graph are smoothly embeddable. (Compare with Statement B.)

LEMMA 8. Given H<=S?0(G) then He^0(G) if and only if
(1) A'te0&Ad,ienn,and
(2) if KE£^(G) is a copy of H in G and |3 is an isomorphism such that H? = K

then given any /GNW and je~NcU..h A'fe£%(Aj) implies A'feSftAj) and

The proof is also analogous to that of Lemma 7.

The following lemma is based on one of Grant (1976) which shows that the
relationship between fixing and smoothly embeddable subgraphs is much simpler
when the automorphism groups are suitably restricted.

LEMMA 9. Given

T{L{G)) = T*(G)2 T(G) and T(L(H)) = T*(H)^ T(H)
then

(1) ifHe&{G), it follows that L(H)e^(L(G)) if and only if GH = 0 ; and
(2) ifL(H)e^0(L(G)), it follows that GH = 0 and

The proof is by the arguments of Grant's Lemma 12.

5. The relationship between fixing and smoothly embeddable subgraphs

We are now in a position to prove Theorems 1 and 2 which tell us for any graph
G, which fixing subgraphs of G have line graphs smoothly embeddable in L{G)
and vice versa. Compare with Statements C and D.
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THEOREM 1. Given HeSF(G) then L(H)e^0(L(G)) if and only if
(1) whenever a component T of H is isomorphic to Glt G2 or Kt then T is either a

component ofGorT is a spanning subgraph of a component ofG isomorphic to
A"4, and

(2) whenever copies of H and graphs of GH have between them components
isomorphic to both K3 and K1Z then these components are all components of
G or these are all subgraphs of components of G isomorphic to Kt.

PROOF. (<=) We assume He&{G) but L(H) $&&L(G)) and it is required to show
that (1) or (2) does not hold. If

r(£(G)) = r*(G)sI \G) and T(L(H)) = T*(H)^T(H),

then GH^0 by Lemma 9. Thus H and any KeGH have between them a copy of
both K3 and K13. Now by hypothesis and Lemma 5 it follows that (2) does not hold.
Henceforth we assume that these statements about automorphism groups do not
both hold.

Case 1. G connected.
1.1. r*(G)^F(G). By Lemma 4, G is isomorphic to K2, whence trivially

L(//)e^(L(G)), contrary to hypothesis.
1.2. T(L(G))^ T*(G). By Lemma 5, G is isomorphic to one of the graphs Gl5

G2 or K4. However, ^(GJ = {G^ and ^(G2) = {GJ, so that in these cases
He&{G) implies L(H)eJ^(Z.(G)), contrary to hypothesis. Moreover, if G s K4,
then by Lemma 6, L(flr)e^(L(G)) and we again contradict our hypothesis.

1.3. r*(H)£T(H) but T(L(H)) = V*(H) and T(L(G)) = r*(G)sT(G). By
Corollary to Lemma 4, H has at least one component isomorphic to K2 or at least
two components isomorphic to Kv As L(i/)^J^(L(G)) there exists L(K)^L(H)
where L(K)eS^0(L(G)) and an isomorphism ij1 such that L(^) '1 = L(K) but there
is no /t̂  e r(Z.(G)) such that ^ | V(L(H)) = r)v Now suppose K^H. Then as
Y(L(H)) = T*(H), H does not have components isomorphic to G1( G2, Kt or
both K3 and K13 by Lemma 5. Therefore -qx is induced by an isomorphism 17 such
that H* = K. As He^(G), -qeT(G). Now T(L(G))^T(G) so r? induces
ij2er(L(G)). Clearly T?2| V(L(H)) = r)lt a contradiction. Thus KjkH. Now
L(K)^L(H) so H and K have between them components isomorphic to Kz and
K1>3. As G is connected we deduce that (2) does not hold.

1.4. r(L(H))^ r* (# ) and F(L(G)) = T*(G)s T(G). By Lemma 5 it follows that
either (1) or (2) does not hold.

Case 2. G disconnected.
Let G have components At, ieNn. Let A't be the subgraphs of H induced by

V(At) with components Ai JeN, ,^ , , . As L(H) ̂ ( L ( G ) ) , we deduce from Lemma
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8 that either (a) L(A^^L(A^) for some ieNn or (b) HA'Jef&UM for each
feNn but there exists L(K)eS%(L(G)) and an isomorphism ft such that

and for some i e N , and yeNcU,,, LiA'^eS^UA^) but
or UAfemt.

2.1. Suppose (a) holds. As He&(G), by Lemma 7 we deduce that ^ e - F ^ ) .
Since L(A't)$3F£L{A>$) the previous argument for G connected shows that (1) or (2)
does not hold for At and so not for G.

2.2. Suppose (b) holds, ATs H and (1) holds. Now ft is not induced by a permu-
tation 0 of V(H) such that i/^ = AT for then A'/ $ ̂ {A^ or A^At and so H$Sr(G)
by Lemma 7, contrary to hypothesis. Thus we deduce from Lemma 5 that H has
a component isomorphic to Gx, G2, AT4 or has components isomorphic to both
K3 and ATlj3.

Let fr be an isomorphism such that L(HYl = L(K) be the same as ft except that
if a component A'u of /*< is isomorphic to Gx, G2 or Kt then L(A[yi = L(A'ty*, but
/xx | V(L(A't)) is induced by an isomorphism between / ^ and 5 where L(B) = L(Aty*.

If /^ is induced by a permutation n of K(/f) such that Hi1 = AT then as under
fix and ft each component of L(H) is mapped into the same component of L(K)
we have A'/^S^{A^ or At^At, so H$&(G) by Lemma 7, contrary to hypothesis.
Thus fa and so ft maps components of L{H) corresponding to components of
H isomorphic to Kz and ATlj3 into components of L(K) corresponding to components
of K isomorphic to K13 and K3 respectively. As H and K have the same number of
components isomorphic to Kz and the same number of components isomorphic to
AT1F3, there exists an isomorphism ^ which is the same as ̂ x except that components
of L(H) corresponding to components of H isomorphic to K3 and A^, are mapped
into components of L(K) corresponding to components of K isomorphic to AT3

and K13 respectively. Clearly ^ is induced by a permutation 77 of V(H) such that
Hi = K. Thus as He^(G), by Lemma 7 we deduce that A\ = Am for some meNn.

2.2.1. Consider m = /. Then UA^UAd and since (b) holds, LC4yi^(L(/*i)).
It follows that ft maps a component of L{A'^) isomorphic to K3 onto an
induced subgraph of L(Ar) for some rj^l. But L^A'^he5^(L(A^) and thus
c{A'^c(L{A'J)^2. Consequently (2) does not hold.

2.2.2. Consider m^l. Then we deduce that LiA'^K^. If L(A'y^6^(L{A^),
then c(L{A'$)>2 and so (2) does not hold. If L(A^L(A{) and c(L(A'J)>2 then
again (2) does not hold. If L{A^)^tL(A{) and c(L(A't)) = 1 then it follows that
L(A'i}) = L(A'i)^K3. Now L(A^Ka or L{K^ since otherwise (2) does not hold.
Let Br be the subgraph of K induced by V(Ar), re~Nn, with components BTj,
jeNc{Br). As L(A'^eS^(L(Ai)) it follows that LiA'^ = L(Bh)c?K3 forso me
keNc{Bi). Assume L{A^K3. Then as HA^UA^ we have L{At)^K3 but
JK3s£C8ji)et$^(Z.(y4I)) so Blk is a component of K for which (2) does not hold.
Assume UA^UKJ. Then as L(^,)^i(^i) we have L{Ai)^L{K^ but

and so Blk is a component of K for which (2) does not hold.
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2.3. Suppose (b) holds, K^H and (1) holds. By considering Lemma 3, we
deduce that Ke GH. We assume further that (2) holds and show that this leads to a
contradiction. Thus the components isomorphic to K3 in copies of L(H) in 6^{L{G))
are either (i) all components of L(G) or (ii) all subgraphs of components in L(G)
isomorphic to L(K^). Without loss of generality suppose (i) {r: L(Ar)^K3} = Nm

or (ii) {r: L{Ar)^L(KJ) = Nm.
2.3.1. Suppose given any r e Nm andyeNcU/) with A'rj £ Klt that L(A'Jh e^0(L(As))

for some s e Nm. Then counting components we must have

c(L(Br)).

Now (i) I(4)£A-,,*1,,*! or 0, or (ii) LiA'^K^P^K^K^^ or 0, reNm. Now
suppose for some peNn\Nm and i f e N ^ , , that L(A'py

ie£?0(L(Ag)) for some
?eNm. Then either L(A't)^0 for some* /eNra or L(A'x)^e&&L(AJ) and

for some ;c,j,zeNm, x^y. If the former, then

and as A't^3K1 or AKX we deduce that H^^{G) contrary to hypothesis. If the
latter, then it follows that BZ^2K^ and UA'^UA'^K^. Therefore

Consequently H^^(G) contrary to hypothesis. Thus for each reNn\Nm,
;eNc ( i ; 1 such that L(A'r)£0, L(.A'r)heSro{L(AJ) for some seNre\Nm.

Let n = Pi\v(L(H\\JreNmA'r)). Let Sx be the same as y1 except that if
A'r^ Glt G2 or KA and LiA'^1 = L(BS) then 8X | V(L(A'r)) is induced by an isomorphism
between A'r and Bs. As L(H\\Jr£jimA'r) has no components isomorphic to K3 it
follows that 8X is induced by an isomorphism 8 such that

[H\ U A'rf = K\ \J Br
reNm reN»

but A'^^iAi) or ^ ^ ^ , and thus by Lemma 7, i / \ \Jre-SmA'r^^(G\ U , E N ^ r )
which implies H$^(G) contrary to hypothesis.

2.3.2. Suppose for some^eN™ andyeNcU ,, that LiA'^e S^O(L(AS)) for some
56NB\Nm.Let

P = {A'r:refim and L(A'r)^e^0(L(At)) where j eN c ( i , , and ?eNn\Nm}

and let Np = {r: ^ S ? } . Let

g = {2%: /eNm and I K / ' e ^ ^ ) where reN n \N m and

and let N^ = {t: A\<^ Q}. Let P^K be such that L(Pj) = L(P)h and let Q^Hbe
such that L(Q1)^

1 = L(Q) choosing Px and Qx without isolated vertices. Let
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R = H\ [\JreNaA'ru g j and S = K\ [ U r ^ r U P J . As L(K)^L(H) and

u u ^ u e / = i ( u ^UPO

it follows that L(R)h
Suppose | Np\ ^ |NO|. Then if |N p | <|N<?| we deduce from 2.3.1 that

contrary to hypothesis. Therefore |NP|>|NG| and either (A) L(B,)^0 for some
teNm or (B) UA'JzUA'J^ for some zeNm and L(A^e^0(L(Ax)) and
L{A^e6^(L(Ay)) for some x+y in Nm. (A) Assume B^IK^ then as tf^AT we
deduce that y4g^P3UjK'1 for some ?eNm and as there must be more isolated
vertices in H it follows that H$tF(G) contrary to hypothesis. Assume B'^AK^
or (B) holds. Let MeS?(G) be such that

L(M)= U UA'r)uL(Pi)uL(S)uUE),
reJim\Sr

where L(E)^L(Q-^ and Ee^(\Jr^PAr) which is possible as |N P |> |N« | and
as Ar^Kt, reNm. Let colSe an isomorphism such that / / " = M with the action of
io on P and J? inducing that of ft on L(P) and /-(/{). Then ^ ^ S ^ s where /4 p ^^ g

so H<£!F{G) contrary to hypothesis.
Hence we may assume |N P | = |NG|. As Qx consists of components isomorphic

to (i) P3 or K2, (ii) P4, P3 or K2 and as Ar, r eNp, is isomorphic to (i) K3 or Klfi, or
(ii) Kt and |N P | = |N«| there exists Q2^\JretipAr such that Q^QV Now let
/xj be an isomorphism the same as j8x, except that if A'r^Gx, G2 or A"4 and

i = L(BS) then ^1 V(L(A'T)) is induced by an isomorphism between A'r and 5g.
Let gt be an isomorphism such that L(Ar), r eN m \N p is fixed,

and & | F(£(i?)) = Ml | V(L(R)).

Now
= U L(A'r)uL(P)uL(Q1)uL(R)]h

for some Me£f(G). As components of L(//) isomorphic to A"3 are fixed by £x

and as components L(,4^.)s£((7i), Z-(G2) or L(Kt) of L(H) are mapped by & such
that ^x | K(Z,(^)) is induced by an isomorphism between A'r and the appropriate
component of M, we thus have by construction that £x is induced by an isomorphism
$ such that //£ = M. Now for ̂ . - - ^ w e have A'/^ At where *<£Nm and thus ArjkAt

contrary to He^(G).
(=>) We now show the necessity of (1) and (2). Assume He^(G) and

L(H) e^(L(G)). Then r(L(7/)) = T(L(H),L(G))\ V{L(H)) and by applying Lemma
5 we deduce that (1) holds.
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Suppose H has components A'it and A'im isomorphic to K3 and A"lj3 respectively.
As T(L(H)) = T(L(H), L(G)) \ V(L(H)) we"have

T(L(A'it)) = r(L(A^,L(Ai))\ V(L(A'it)) and T(UA'im)) =

If i=j then L(y4J) has components L(A'it)s£04fJS A"3 and each vertex of
must have the same neighbourhood in L(At) since r(L(A'it))^ T(K3). As L(A'it) has
a non-empty neighbourhood in L(At) the subgraph L(M), M s z4i5 of L(/4j) induced
by L(A'ik) and one of its neighbourhood vertices is isomorphic to Kt. Now L(M) s AT4

implies M^K1A but y4^s AT3 implies A'it^M, a contradiction. Whence /Vy. Thus
UA'feUA',)"^. As T(L{H)) = T(L(H),L(G))\V(L(H)) we have UAfeUA,).
Also it follows that A'^K^x^ and ^ ^ A T ^ u ^ , x , j ^ 0 . As He^(G) and so
F(77)^ F(G) we have x = 0 or y = 0. Since L{A^)^L{A}) are connected as are f̂4
and J4;- we deduce that At^K3 and i4^ATljS or A^A^K^ Clearly the same
results holds for any copy of H in G.

Suppose A'it^K3 and K^^B^KeG11 where B^ is a component of £,, the
subgraph of AT induced by V(A{). Let yx be an isomorphism such that Lilf)?1 = L(K)
with LiA'^ = L(BQ. Thus as L(H) e^(L(G)) we have

L(A'i)=L(Ai)^L(Al)=L(Bl).

Hence A^At or A'ik = A^Ks and ^ . = ^1= AT1>8. Assume A^A^ Then
^^AaUxA"! and ^ A y U ( x - l ) 4 x ^ l . As ^e ,F04 { ) we deduce ^iSA"z+3.
Now L(A'^K3e^0(L(Kx+3)) implies x = 1. Thus A^A^K^

Suppose A'^K^ and K^B^KeG11. Let Sx be an isomorphism such that
L(H)si = L(K) with L ( ^ ; / ' = L{BQ. Thus as L(/^)eJ^(L(G)) we have
L(y*i) = L(^,) = ̂ i ) = UPd- Hence ^ s ^ , or A'tt = A^Kli3 and ^ m = A^K3.
Assume A^A,. Then ̂ ^ u ^ - l ) ^ and B^K^xK^ x>\. As A\e&(A>)
we deduce that ^ s ^ x + 3 or ATlx+2. Now 5 ^ s A"3$A"la.+2 so -<4,^/4i^A'1>a.+a. Thus
^^ATx+3. NOW L(^^) 2 ^ 3 6 ^ ( 1 ( ^ 3 ) ) implies x = L Hence A^A^K^ We
conclude that (2) holds.

THEOREM 2. Green L(H) e ̂ 0(L(G)) then He&(G) if and only if
(1) //Af w a component of G and M' the subgraph of H induced by V{M), then

(M,M') is not isomorphic to (G^Pi), (G2,Cd or (G2,P^); and
(2) all isolated vertices of H share the same open neighbourhood in G and the

vertices of any component of H isomorphic to K2 share the same closed
neighbourhood in G; and

(3) G does not have components isomorphic to K3 and Klt3 with subgraphs induced
in H isomorphic to P3 and P3 u Kx respectively.
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PROOF. Let H be as given.
(=>) Then if (1) does not hold, by inspection H^^(G). If (2) or (3) does not hold

then T(H)% T(G) and so again Hi^{G).
(<=) Now suppose that L(H) eJ^(L(G)) but that Hi^iG). By Lemma 9 we can

assume that statements T(L(G)) = r*(G)s I\G) and T(L(H)) = T*(H)^ V(H) do
not both hold.

Case 1. Assume to begin with that G is connected. Arguments of Grant's
Theorem 2 give the required result.

Case 2. Now suppose that G is not connected. Let G have components At,
ieNn. Let A't be the subgraphs of H induced by V(A^ with components A\,
je^ciA,-)- As H$&{G), we deduce from Lemma 7, that either (a) A'^&iA^ for
some ieN n or (b) A're^(Ar) for each reN n but there exists Ke£f{G) and a
permutation j8 of V(H) such that HP = Kaxid for some /eNB, A'fi<^Al but AfaAv

Suppose (a) holds. Then A\^{A^ for some ieNB. As L(H)e^0{L{G)), by
Lemma 8 L(A'^&^{L{A>j) and the previous argument for G connected shows
that (1) or (2) does not hold for A{, and so not for G.

Suppose (b) holds. Then /? induces an isomorphism px such that L(H)h = L(K).
As L{H)e^0{L{G)), by Lemma 8 if A'U£KX and A'r^A, then UAy*e&&UA$
and L(Ar)^L(At). Assume L(A'J^0. Then we deduce that (2) does not hold.
Now we can assume without loss of generality that A'^K^ so L(A'JeS$L(Ai))
and I£Ad=L(Ai). Therefore A^sAj for each A'^Klt i e N ^ . , . Assume A^A^
Then there exists A'ik^K± such that A'£cAm, m=£l, and we deduce that there are
isolated vertices in H not sharing the same open neighbourhood in G so (2) does
not hold. Assume A^A^ Then either (i) A^K3 and A^K^ or (ii) A^K^ and
A^K3. If (i) holds then A't^P3 for otherwise A'^&^A^. Thus A\^PZ\JKX and
so (3) does not hold. If (ii) holds then v4^P3u Kx and consequently A',^P3 so (3)
does not hold.
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